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When I was asked to review the experimental situation in low energy

s-channel processes with a view toward applications of polarized targets,

both the organizer of the workshop and I agreed that such a task would be

impossible to accomplish in one hour (or a short review article). The

understanding was that a few topics would be selected using subjective

criteria, i.e. personal interest. I will, therefore,: mainly describe the

situation in both the I»l and 1-0 KN system and make a few remarks about the

KN system and ignore the TTN system. The approach will be to show the high-

lights of what has been happening in that field rather than a detailed review,

as can be found in standard conference proceedings. It will be aimed at the

bulk of the conference attendees who are not working in this field rather

than at the few experts present. I willjshow what "typical" results now seem

to be coming from current experiments and phase shift analyses and then show

what improvement could result from some polarized target experiments. ?In

doing this task, I will borrow heavily on past conference reviews and articles.

In both the low energy KN and KN system the game is to extract complete

amplitudes that describe the scattering system using either large conventional

phase shift analysis programs or K matrix analysis programs. For the KN sys-

tem the main interest right now is seeing if there is any resonant amplitude

since that "exotic" resonance could not be accommodated in a simple quark model

in which all baryons arc composed of only three quarks. In the KN system the

main interest is in a further understanding of the successful SU(3) classi-

fication scheme by finding missing states in various multiplets and by testing

the predicted relationship among the many decay rates. He shall see that in

many of the amplitude analyses ambiguities exist which could be resolved by

polarization information.
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Before going into more details about the current experimental situation,

I would like to qualitatively describe what sort of polarization measure-

ments are in principle possible in two-body meson-baryon scattering. Using

the standard f and g for non-flip and flip amplitudes we can write:

and

g P = 2Be<f*g)fi1, - 2Im(f*g)nx x

2|g|2(fil . P

where
p _ 2. Re .f *
o

P is the polarization of the outgoing nucleon, P. is the initial polari-

zation of the nucleon and nxis the standard unit vertex perpendicular to

the scattering plane. He can examine the four standard simple example- tor

the ?± direction.

(a) V± = 0

then —— « I and P « P n
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In order to measure F we either have to do a double scattering experiment or

observe a decay of the baryon where the decay can be used as an analyzer,

i . e . A -»• PTT~.

(b) P± - P ^

then f " V 1 + p oV ^ ? • ̂ 7 flx

Here we can measure P by simply measuring the differential cross section

and flipping the sign of P.. In principle we learn nothing more than In

case (a), as long as the polarization is perpendicular to the scattering

plane. The particular final state will determine which experimental method

for measuring F is to be preferred.

(c) P » P. £. x ft. (6. is incoming meson direction; see Fig. 1)

then %r - I
da o

and P » P n . - A P . ft+RP. s
o -1- i p i

where A and R (the spin rotation parameters) are independent functions of f

and g. n i s along the direction of the outgoing baryon and

We can then, by e i t h e r a double s ca t t er or decay and f l ipping the s ign P . ,

measure the polar izat ion in the 3 d irect ion and determine R.

(d) P~ = P1flz

we have

§-Jo
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and

We can aeasure A a* described In cne previous case.

Therefore la order to Mike (our independent MttureMnts of i , P, A

and R eo determine a complete sat of variables, we nttd to do experiments where

P^ is noc simply constrained to tht perpendicular Co the scattering plant.

We shall see chat niny phase shift analysis ambiguities exist which could

b« rasolvad by A and R ««aaura»*ncs. In fact than aaa* to be two "rules"

governing these analyses.

Rule 1: If an amplitude analysis yields several solutions and the

analysis is not based on a eoaplece set of MtiuttMnti, thtn

the predictions of she solutions for the untieaaured parasNtera

are In general significantly different.

This is the strong Motivation for pushing for A and It awssureMents. Un-

fortunately there *umt to be another rule.

Rule 2: When one aeasures the parameters, which were predicted to be

different, i t doesn't always resolve the solutions *• elearty

as one would have supposed.

While the new data is obviously an itsporteat constrfc.'.nt on the solutions,

history has taught us that u i f l v t , opaque, phass shift progress have a

partial ability to acco—adata new data by readjusting the solutions,

KM (I-I) Interactions

The region that I'M going to discusu is only the region below 2 CeV/e.

Below about 1 GcV/c the K*p scattering is basically elastic and the amplitudes

are roughly known. As the inelescicity rises between 1 and 2 CeV/e aablguities

arise and the s>ain interest centers ei

exists in the region around 1.5 CeV/e.

arise and the s>ain interest centers ei whether or not an exotic Z, resoner-e
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To get a general Idea of the quality of the existing data that goes

into these phase shift programs we can look at soue "typical" experimental

results. In showing chase results there la no attempt being made to be

complete but Mrely representative. Figure 2 shows the recent results

of Kycla's group at Brookhaven on the total cross section for K p scattering.

These results, which have errors roughly at the IX level, are relatively

smooth and the earlier possible structure in the region around 600 MeV/c

does not appear present in this newer data.

The differential cross sections are isotroplc below about 600 MeV/c,

and the ambiguity between S,, and P,, waves is deafly resolved In favor

of S,j by examining the k dependence of the phase shift. These results

from the Bologna-Clasgow-Rome-Trieste group are shown in Figure 3.

Newer results on the Coulomb Interference t«ra in this low energy region

confirm the older results and show a definite constructive interference

establishing the repulsive nature of the low energy s-wave K p interaction.

While these have been (Matured at several momenta, Figure 4 shows the BGRT

results at two momenta. At higher momentum electronic experiments have

aceusulated extensive differential cross section data; some typical data

from the Bristol-KHEL group is shown in Figure 5 for the elastic channel.

Some polarisation data has existed in the region above 600 HeV/c for the

(41elastic channel. An example of that data is a CERH experiment ; some of

their results are shown in Figure 6. More polarisation measurements with

greater accuracy are in progress by the Vsle group here at Brookhaven.

From these sorts of data many groups have performed phase shift analyses,

each of which genera! ly yields, more than one solution. The Interest has focussed

on the P,, wave which Might be resonant. The speed plots are either incon-

clusive or tend to look not quite like what one expects from a "normal" reso-

nance. Also in this momentum region the inelastic channel contributions are becoming
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important. At this conference P. Steinberg told us of some early results

of a X-matrix coupled channel analysis that he and his collaborators have done

which favors a resonance interpretation for P.. As can be seen from theix

Argand diagram shown in Fig. 7, the possible resonant P. wave is quite inelastic,

which is a feature found in other people's phase shift analysis. Clearly when

one is dealing with inelabtlc processes that are predominantly quasi-two-body

channels, the K-matrix approach seems to be a powerful tool, as has been already

demonstrated in the low energy KN system, since it is simple to build in the

unitary constraints.

Since most people's solutions are derived from lather good total cross

sections, differential cross sections <uid reasonably accurate polarization data,

most people now believe one can only resolve the remaining ambiguities by A and

R measurements. For example, in the phase shift analysis of Albrow, et_ al.

they predict the resulting R parameter distribution at 1.22 GeV/c which is

shown in Fig. & While the solutions used are not the most current they

were done in 1970) the general idea holds that accurate A and R do resolve

the different set of solutions. The point I'm trying to make is that if

Brookhaven now embarks on a polarized target program we should build in the

capability of having a sizeable component of the polarization not perpendi-

cular to the scattering plane.

KN(I-(ty Interactions

In this system most work has been done on the nixed isospin states

K+n + K+n

and K n • K°p,

both being done on deuterium targets. This system is also more complicated

in that higher waves come into the pic;are a little earlier than in ths
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K p system. However, it is simpler in that the suspected resonance is at

lower momentum, around 1 GeV/c, where the elastic channels still clearly

dominate, while in the K p system the possible resonance region has appreci-

able inelastic channels present.

Total cross sections have been obtained for the 1=0 state by unfolding

techniques from both the K d and K p cross sections. The resulting cross

sections from a recent experiment of the Kycia group are shown in Fig. 9.

The bump above 1 GeV/c is explained by the rapidly rising inelastic channels

and is not ' »lieved to be a resonant structure. The elastic channel which

causes the shoulder at around 800 MeV/c is the exciting candidate.

Most of the differential cross section data comes from bubble chamber

experiments so the statistics are, of course, not as, overwhelming as in the

K p. Figures 10 and 11 show some of the results of the BGRT group.

For phase shift analyses the effects on the angular distributions due to the

deuteron form factor are not small in some of the angular bins. For example,

in the K°p case the form factors go to zero in the forward direction due to

the Pauli principle. One has either to do these corrections very carefully

or exclude some of the angular region for the phase shift analysis. In the

K n situation there are difficult experimental problems to overcome since the

interactions with slow spectator momentum, less than 80 MeV/c, tend to be one-

prong events in the chamber. The K-decay background and general scanning

efficiency have to be very well understood.

The only polarization data that exists is one experiment by a Broolrhaven-

Carnegie-Mellon groupv ' done several years with relatively poor statistics

compared to the K p data. It used the double scatter technique to measure

the polarization of the recoil proton-in the reaction K n + K p . These few

data points are shown in Fig. 12. Some of the phase shift analyses have used
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these points while others have only compared the resulting solutions, based

on the other data, to these points. Since these points do not have high

statistical weight in conparison to the large amount of the other data accu-

mulated, the solutions by the different methods are not significantly different.

One ends up trying to rule out a solution by examining the polarization predic-

tion. Unfortunately since the phase shift programs always have a rather high

X2 per degree of freedom a few extra badly fitting points do not convince one

to rule out anything, but they are highly suggestive.
(q\

An example of the latest solutions obtained are the BGRT resultsv '

whose Argand plots for the three solutions obtained are shown in Fig. 13.

The main candidate for a resonance is the Pj/ 2
 wave in either the C or D

solution as compared to the non-resonant solution A. The predictions of

these solutions for the polarization in the charge exchange reaction are the

curves drawn on Fig. 12. Clearly the few points favor the resonant solutions

but more data is naeded. The experiment, which neasured those points, pushed

the bubble chamber technique to the limit since it required about 10 pictures

for those results. From the plots in Fig. 12 we can see that what Is needed

are reasonable accurate polarization measurements spread over the region from

0.6 to 1.3 GeV/c. The predicted results change slowly but significantly

over that region. The slowness of the change corresponds to the fact that the

possible resonance is quite broad and in one of the solutions there are pre-

dicted rapid changes of any amplitude. The most promising approach would seem

to be to use a polarized neutron target, which has been built, as described by

Borghini in his tali.*

If we turn to the elastic channel K+n + K+n, I have calculated the ex-

pected polarization for the outgoing neutron for each of the three solutions
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at an incoming K momentum of 800 MeV/c. These results are shown in Fig. 13.

One notices that the separation between the non-resonance A solutions and the

resonance P,/2 solutions D and C axe even greater than in the charge exchange

reaction. A counter-spark chamber experiment is being set up by our group

in collaboration with a Case-Western Reserve group to measure the K n polari-

zation in the region from 0.7 to about 1 GeV/c using the double scattering

technique. It utilizes the fact that in the region of interest the secondary

np scattering has a large analyzing power.

In the KN(I-O) system, which has a promising candidate for an exotic

resonance, a Z , the experiments that have to be pushed are the so-called

first generation polarization experiments. But, with past experience as a

guide, it will not be long after those experiments are done that the cry

will be for A and R measurements to resolve whatever ambiguities are left.

Conclusions

There are many exciting experiments to be done in the low energy KN

system, most of which require polarized targets. Brookhaven, having an

extremely hot low energy beam, the C2, C4 beam, Is in a position to make a

ma,or contribution to this program. One should keep in mind that at this

date any project for a polarized target should build in the capability of

being able to be an A and R type target and one should consider the possi-

bility of polarized neutron targets.
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Figure 1

Diagram showing vectors used in polarization formalism.
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Figure 2

Total cross sections of K p scattering from
A.S. Carroll, et. aL. ^
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Figure 3

Fit to BGKT differential cross sections using s-wave

scattering length and effective range. '
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Figure 4

+ (2)
Differential cross section for K p elastic scattering.
The two curves correspond to constructive and destructive
Interferences.
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Figure 5

Elastic K p differential cross section data from

B.J. Charles, et al. *3*
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Polarization data froa Albrow, «_ a l / 5 '



Figure 7

Argand plot of phase shift results for K+p from

R.A. Arndt, «t al.(4)
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Figure 8

Predictions for the R parameter from the various

phase shift solutions from Albrow, et al. ^
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Figure 9

K+-nucleon total cross section for 1-0 from
A.S. Carroll, et al. '
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Charge exchange K+n + K°p differential croaa aection
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Elastic K n differential cross section data from
G. Giacomelli, et.al.(6)
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Figure 12

Predicted proton polarization for the three BGKT solutions
from G. GiaconKlli, et a l . ( 9 ) The data at 0.6 GeV/c comes

(Si ~~~ ~~~
from Ray, et a l .
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Argand plots showing the three solutions from the BGKT group /



Figure 14

Polarization of the recoil neutron in K n elastic scattering

at 800 MeV/c. The three curves are the phase shift solution

predictions.


